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JURISDICTION OF ARBITRATOR

Law Enforcement Law Services, Inc., Local No. 393

(hereinafter ^"LELS" or "Union") is the exclusive representative

for all Licensed Supervisors in the Hennepin County Sheriff s

Department ("Sheriffs Department") employed by Hennepin County

(hereinafter "Employer" or "County"). As of July 2017, the

Union membership included 38 Sergeants, 18 Lieutenants, and 5

Captains employed by the County.

The County and LELS (hereinafter referred to as the

"Parties") were signatories to an expired collective bargaining

agreement that was effective January 1, 2014 through December

31, 2015, and continues in effect by operation of law. Minn.

Stat. § 179A.16, subd. 4.



The Parties entered into negotiations for a successor

collective bargaining agreement. The Parties were unable to

during bargaining and mediation to resolve all of their

outstanding issues. As a result, on March 23, 2017, the

Minnesota Bureau of Mediation Services ("BMS") received a

written request from the Union to submit the unresolved issues

to conventional interest arbitration. On March 24, 2017, the

BMS determined that the following items were certified for

conventional interest arbitration pursuant to Minn. Stat.

§ 179A.16, subd. 2 and Minn. Rule 5510.2930:

1. Salary Rates - Should a Market Adjustment be added to
the General Wage increase in 2016 - Article 16

2. Salary Rates ~ Should a Market Adjustment be added to

the General Wage increase in 2017 - Article 16

3. Salary Rates - Should a Market Adjustment be added to
the General Wage increase in 2018 - Article 16

4. Paid Time Off - Should PTO replace Vacation and Sick

Time provisions - New

The Parties submitted their final positions in a timely

fashion. Subsequently, the Union withdrew Issue No. 4, Paid

Time Off.

The Arbitrator, Richard J. Miller, was selected by the

Parties from a panel submitted by the BMS. The interest

arbitration hearing in this matter occurred on July 7, 2017,

with market adjustments for 2016, 2017, and 2018 being the only



issues arbitrated by the Parties. The Parties submitted their

post hearing briefs on July 28, 2017, and the Arbitrator issued

his award on August 25, 2017. The Arbitrator did not award the

Union's requested market adjustments.

Meanwhile, on June 6, 2017, LELS made a 19-point data

request of the County's Labor Relations Department in

preparation for the interest arbitration hearing scheduled

before the Arbitrator on July 7, 2017. In response, Todd

Olness, County Labor Relations Representative, provided - with

one exception - complete and timely information to the Union.

The exception was Mr. Olness not providing information about

above-pattern wage increases for ten non-organized job classes.

This was item #3 on the Union's June 6, 2017 data request.

Mr. Olness avers that the omission of the non-organized job

data was inadvertent and unintentional. Mr. Olness simply

neglected to request the non-organized pay data from the

County's Human Resources Department, who administers non-

organized employee pay. Mr. Olness' failure to respond to this

portion of the information request went unmentioned by the Union

until the Union subsequently heard about a 7.5% wage increase,

effective January 1, 2016 provided to the non-organized classes

of Chief Deputy and Sheriff's Majors (highest ranking in

Sheriff's Department other than Sheriff) about a month after the

Arbitrator rendered his decision in this matter. Had Mr. Olness



promptly responded to the June 6, 2017 data request, he would

have provided data on eight non-iorganized classes with above-

pattern wage increases. The wage increases to the Chief Deputy

and the Sheriff's Majors would not have been included in Mr.

Olness' June response because they had not yet happened;

however, the details on those increases, which occurred on

September 6, 2017, were provided to the Union on October 12,

2017, making it ten non-organized classes with above-pattern

adjustments.

It is those last two increases, given to the top five

individuals in the Sheriff's Department, which are of concern

to the Union, because throughout the interest arbitration

hearing and thereafter the County argued that market adjustments

were only provided to those classifications with attraction or

retention problems and not solely on market.

On behalf of the County, Mr. Olness has apologized to

Kimberly Peyton Sobieck, LELS Staff Attorney, as well as to

Lieutenants Chris Mathison and Steve Tait (LELS Local No. 393

President and Vice President, respectively), and - as a gesture

of goodwill - has agreed to the Union's request to have the

Arbitrator once again review his decision in this case, as to

whether market adjustments are warranted for the Licensed

Supervisors Unit, as well as retroactivity of any award, now

that the Union's information request has been completely



fulfilled by the County. The Arbitrator agreed to consider the

new issues in light of the previously undisclosed information.

The Parties agreed to waive an additional interest

arbitration hearing on these new issues. The Parties instead

agreed to argue their respective positions on the new issues by

submitting post hearing briefs and reply briefs, if deeded

appropriate. The Parties submitted their post hearing briefs in

a timely manner on March 9, 2018. The County submitted a rely

brief in a timely manner on March 16, 2018. The Union decided

to waive the filing of a reply brief, after which the record was

declared to be closed for any additional written evidence and

arguments.

FINAL POSITIONS

The Union's position in the interest arbitration hearing

with respect to market adjustments was for a total of 5% over

the course of the 2016-2018 contract. The County's position was

for no market increases.

The effective dates of any market increases were not

certified for arbitration. The Parties agreed that any market

adjustment would, by default, be implemented in the usual manner

of the first day, or pay period, of the affected year. However,

the Parties agreed, for purposes of the instant matter, that

retroactivity should be addressed. The Union's position is the

same as it was during the interest arbitration, i.e., that any



market adjustments awarded should be retroactive to January 1st

of the affected year.

J^ALYSIS OF THE EVIDENCE

As noted in the Arbitrator's interest arbitration decision,

"[t]he Parties during bargaining agreed to increase wages on the

top step by 2.5% and all in-range steps by 1.5% in 2016 and

2017; and by 2.5% across-the-board in 2018." Hennepin County

and Law Enforcement Labor Services, Inc. Local No. 393, BMS Case

No. 17-PN-0560 (Miller, August 25, 2017) at p. 3. The

Arbitrator also noted that this voluntary general wage

settlement accepted by the Licensed Supervisors Unit was also

accepted by 94.8% of all Union employees and 96.4% of the

County's workforce (excluding the Licensed Deputies' interest

case). Id., at p. 6.

Based upon this known wage settlement for the Licensed

Supervisors Unit and the majority of other County employees,

the Arbitrator concluded the following:

The Union is not a victim of disparate treatment. All
County employees were treated the same. The County's
philosophy on collective bargaining was to offer uniform
pay increases and benefit improvements across all
bargaining units unless compelled by good evidence to do
otherwise. During the 2016 -2018 negotiations, only 22 of
the 407 job classes at the County demonstrated a compelling
need - based on strict attraction or retention criteria

measured by voluntary turnover - to deviate from the strong
internal wage pattern. The County formally defined the
criteria and data with every union at the bargaining table.
More importantly, the Employer never deviated from the



internal wage pattern unless specific evidence - meeting
defined criteria - justified doing so.

Only in those limited cases where attraction or retention

problems warranted greater pay did the County voluntarily
adjust wages outside the pattern. No supervisory job class
in the County met this criteria. The supervisory job
classes in this bargaining unit did not come close to

meeting those turnover thresholds. There are few

attraction and retention problems in this bargaining unit.
All other unions (except the Deputies) accepted the
County's philosophy and logic by agreeing to a uniform wage
pattern unless justified by a turnover problem.

Hennepin County, supra, at p. 15.

The above conclusion that the Union was not a victim of

disparate treatment was derived from many of Mr. Olness'

assertions and evidence during the arbitration hearing that

the only factor that justified an ^'above pattern" market wage

adjustment was a voluntary turnover rate that is at least twice

the County average, Mr. Olness characterized the practice as

"strict and simple... otherwise, [the internal pattern] has to be

good enough."

In Mr. Olness' opening remarks, he made numerous statements

regarding the County's philosophy.

Hennepin County's philosophy on collective bargaining is to
settle on uniform pay adjustments and benefits across all
bargaining units unless a particular bargaining unit
warrants an additional increase based on specific

attraction or retention criteria.

County Opening Statement, p. 1.

Mr. Olness further stated that above-pattern wage

adjustments must be made only when there is "a persuasive and



substantial reason to deviate upward from a uniform pay-

approach [.] " County Opening Statement, p. 2. Mr. Olness

predicted that to award the Licensed Supervisors "even a

dollar's worth of extra pay without compelling justification

to do so" would be disastrous. Id.

Mr, Olness also stated that.

Of all voluntarily settled job classes, only 22 received a
2016 general pattern increase greater than 2.5%" [and only
one in 2017.] In all 22 cases, we have attraction or

retention data or unique job circumstances that clearly
justify our out-of-the-ordinary pay increases. The
County's criteria for assessing retention is based on
turnover[.]

County Opening Statement, p. 3.

Mr. Olness stated that if "there is no problem in replacing

licensed supervisors, and no foreseeable trouble in doing so, a

fiscally responsible public employer does not make extraordinary

changes to pay." County Opening Statement, p. 3.

Mr. Olness made similar assertions in the County's Post-

Hearing Brief. "Only in those limited cases where attraction

and retention problems warranted greater pay did the County

voluntarily adjust wages outside the pattern." Employer Brief,

p. 5. "Hennepin County does not deviate from the logic that

only jobs with significant attraction or retention problems

warrant greater pay than the healthy pattern allows." Id.

"The County's willingness to examine the licensed labor market

without regard to attraction and retention does not exist today.
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Id., p. 7. "More importantly, the Employer never broke

its internal pattern unless specific evidence—meeting defined

criteria—justified doing so. No supervisory job class in the

County met those criteria." Id., p. 8-9. "To do so, the Union

needs to convince you. Arbitrator Miller, to grant an increase

that no other similarly situated County job class received."

Id., p. 9. Of the 56 county jobs that are male dominated, "not

one of these classes qualified for or received an above-pattern

increase." Id., p. 12.

Unfortunately, Mr. Olness' assertions were without merit.

Subsequent to the interest arbitration hearing, the County

produced numerous documents that showed market adjustments not

only for the Chief Deputy and Majors but also for other

classifications based solely on market, and not upon the

County's attraction or retention ^^policy" criteria. (Union

Exhibits A-H). The truth, as seen in the previously undisclosed

documents, is that the County granted market adjustments for the

Chief Deputy and Majors, as well as other classifications, with

no turnover or retention issue whatsoever. (Union Exhibit H).

The County's own evidence submitted during the interest

arbitration hearing showed that no Chief Deputy or Major

voluntarily left their position. (Employer Exhibit #22).

The County also produced numerous documents, subsequent to

the interest arbitration hearing, that showed a purposeful



decision to withhold implementing the market adjustments until

after the arbitration award for the Licensed Supervisors Unit.

(Union Exhibits A-H). The correspondence also showed that Mr.

Olness was fully aware of the market adjustments during the time

before and after the interest arbitration hearing. Id.

Labor relations is built on trust and honesty between the

Parties and not on omission or failure to provide relevant

information, which occurred in this case. Unfortunately, this

trust was breached by the County. This is very disappointing.

While it is true that Mr. Olness and others in his department

may not have participated in the decision to grant the 7.5%

market adjustments to the Chief Deputy and Majors (as it appears

this was done solely by the Sheriff), they knew at the time of

the interest arbitration hearing with the Licensed Supervisors

that the Chief Deputy and Majors were going to receive this

market increase for 2016 with no retention problem. (Union

Exhibits A-H). Yet, the County made a purposeful decision to

delay implementing the market adjustment, and not just until

after the July 7, 2017 interest arbitration hearing, but until

after the arbitration award was issued. On June 7, 2017, Mr.

Olness wrote to Chief Human Resources Officer Michael Rossman:

At the end of an unrelated meeting today, Mark Thompson
asked me when the majors would get their pay increase—given
that my interest arbitration with the Supervisors occurs
July 7. I reminded him that we won't have a decision until

10



Labor Day ish. Mark was not placated (you know how he is
when he's pounced on a bone!) I suspect he's hoping for a
July 8 implementation date.

(Union Exhibit E).

Mr. Rossman replied to Mr. Olness: "...I will remind David

that we will need to get this done in short order once your

arbitration is completed." (Union Exhibit E).

In a Memo dated September 6, 2017, Mr. Rossman outlined the

back pay for the Chief Deputy and Majors pursuant to the 7.5%

wage adjustment for 2016:

The timing of this disbursement of retroactive salary will
align with the settlement of the LELS contract and will be
paid out in one lump sum to each of the five employees on
their October 6, 2017 paycheck.

(Union Exhibit F).

The County's decision to delay the back pay until after the

arbitration award and to withhold the market adjustment data

from the Union and, eventually the Arbitrator, is perplexing.

There is a strong presumption that why would the County withhold

information unless it supports the Union's position for a market

adjustment? Or, why withhold information unless it undermines

the County's position that no County employees received market

adjustments unless attraction and retention is twice the County

average? It is a logical conclusion that the County did not

want the Union or the Arbitrator to have this substantial

evidence that negated their "policy" that all County employees

11



were being treated the "same" requiring significant voluntary

turnover as a requisite prior to making market adjustments.

While the Arbitrator concluded in his decision that the

Union was not a victim of disparate treatment among County

employees, the disclosure of this new evidence, which was

purposely withheld from the Union and the Arbitrator during the

interest arbitration hearing, changes that conclusion. The

existence of the hidden market adjustments to the Chief Deputy

and Majors is now the most significant turning point in this

case. The previously undisclosed data shows that the County

granted market adjustments to the Chief Deputy and Majors

without any turnover issues, i.e., they were not subject

to the County's "policy" regarding turnover for market

adjustments. In contrast. Licensed Supervisors were held to the

County's "strictly" applied turnover policy and consequently

denied market adjustments. The Licensed Supervisors were

treated differently in the application of the County's policy,

and the fact that they were made within the Sheriff's Department

among supervisors suggests disparate treatment.

Because the new evidence establishes that there is no

uniform application of a policy regarding market adjustments,

the analysis must shift away from the internal to the external.

The County's previously undisclosed market study shows that the

Chief Deputy and the Majors were above the external metro market

12



average. (Union Exhibit C). For 2016, the Majors were 2% above

the external market average, and the Chief Deputy was 5.2%

above. This data proves that the County did not apply the same

standard to identify a compelling need based on the external

market. Had they treated the Sergeants the same as the Majors,

a 7.5% market adjustment should have been granted for the

Sergeants. The Majors were 6.25% below their County-defined

external market (i.e., Ramsey County) in 2016. Id. The

Sergeants were at the same, or worse — 6.2% below their external

market for 2016, and 7.6% below for 2017. (Union Exhibit #17).

Yet, despite nearly identical percentages below their respective

markets, the Majors received a 7.5% market adjustment and the

Sergeants received 0%.

The Licensed Supervisors should be treated the same as the

Majors and the Chief Deputy, particularly because the

classifications are supervisors within the same department.

Similar treatment means that the Licensed Supervisors do not

need to show an attraction/retention/turnover issue, but only

need to demonstrate a significant market problem in the

neighborhood of 6% below the appropriate external market, which

is the seven county metro area. As noted, the evidence

submitted during the interest arbitration hearing shows that the

existence of a market problem for Sergeants at 6.2% below for

2016 and 7.6% below for 2017. (Union Exhibit #17). In

13



addition, the same problem exists for Lieutenants as they were

4.5% below the marketplace for 2016 and 9.3% below for 2017.

Id. Captains/Commanders were also 6.4% below the marketplace

for 2016 and 8.8% below for 2017. Id.

The evidence shows that Majors were 6.25% below Ramsey

County in 2016, but the County granted them a 7.5% market

adjustment. Consequently, Majors were 1.5% over the County-

defined external market. (Union Exhibit C). Thus, market

adjustments totaling 5% for Licensed Supervisors will not put

the Hennepin County Sergeants 1.5% above their external market

as it did for the Majors,

Finally, the Union's position for market adjustments in

light of their below average relationship in the seven-county

metro market average is bolstered when considering that the

Chief Deputy and Majors received market adjustments even when

their wages were above this comparability average.

During the interest arbitration hearing, the Union took the

position that any market adjustments awarded could occur in one

year, spread out evenly over each year of the contract, or even

front-loaded for 2016. (Union Exhibit #7). The Union has not

changed its position. However, in light of the effective date

of the market adjustments for the Majors and Chief Deputy, i.e.,

January 1, 2016, the Union avers that any market adjustment

should be awarded, effective January 1, 2016.

14



The Arbitrator instead finds that the most prudent and

appropriate market adjustment effective date is January 1, 2018,

in light of the timing of the arbitration award {August 25,

2017) and the reopener award (April 2, 2018).

AWARD

The members of Licensed Supervisor Unit are entitled to

receive an award of 5% market adjustment, effective January 1,

2018.

Ricl^rd J. Miller

Dated April 2, 2018, at Maple Grove, Minnesota.
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